IH Program Management

Industrial Hygiene for Everyone

A cloud software solution that helps streamline your IH and effectively communicate the value of IH to stakeholders.

Core Capabilities
- Similar Exposure Groups
- Qualitative Exposure Assessments
- Sample Plans
- Chemical & OEL Database
- Lab & Consultant Mgmt
- Reporting & Analytical Tools
- Statistical Analysis

The Help You Need, the Way You Need It
If you're responsible for Industrial Hygiene (IH), but don't have an IH background, you're not alone. The number of in-house IH professionals is dwindling, and many IH programs lack the resources to properly manage all of the requisite IH tasks.

Additionally, IH management is often decentralized, with each site doing its own thing — a trend that creates a vicious circle. The lack of visibility isolates IH from other company efforts, the value of IH gets lost in management’s eyes, and IH is further deprioritized.

No matter your level of expertise, IH Program Management from VelocityEHS is designed to help you succeed. It’s the control and visibility you need to manage all aspects of IH and demonstrate the value of your efforts.

Far more than just a passive IH database, it gives you real support to: plan and implement your IH program following proven AIHA strategies; assess your IH performance in real-time; coordinate your sampling contractors and labs; and prove the value of IH to management and others.

Your IH Command Center
Whether an EHS generalist or Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH), managing Similar Exposure Groups (SEGs) is a rigorous task, especially if your SEGs are disconnected from the rest of your IH program. VelocityEHS helps you build an IH program from the ground up. Pulling everything together, you can improve efficiency and document your IH management decisions.

With IH Program Management, you'll better manage your SEGs by including personnel histories and using data from the SEGs to auto-populate other IH functions, like: providing key information to your medical surveillance and IH sampling programs, and your qualitative exposure assessments.

Integrating your sampling data empowers you to perform statistical analysis and adjust your SEGs, qualitative exposure assessments and sampling plans in real-time, so you can have confidence in your exposure assessments, controls and overall IH program.

The VelocityEHS Platform
Check out all of our EHS management products, including:
- Air Emissions
- Audit & Inspection
- Compliance Management
- Corrective Action
- Ergonomics
- Incident Management
- Industrial Hygiene
- Management of Change
- SDS/Chemical Management
- On-Demand Training
- Performance Metrics
- Risk Management
- Safety Meetings
- Training Management
- Waste Compliance
- Water Quality

Call Us Today
Toll free: 1.866.919.7922
Or visit us online at www.EHS.com
Features & Benefits

Drive IH Program Management
- Assign personnel to Similar Exposure Groups (SEGs)
- Develop, schedule & manage sampling plans
- Identify SEGs & flag for qualitative exposure assessments
- Update sample equipment calibration & maintenance status
- Stay on top of regulatory changes with built-in database

Simplified Data Management
- Streamline data entry with auto-fill & pre-built templates
- Access built-in chemical & OEL database
- Provide secured access to labs and contractors

Enhance Visibility of Workplace Risks
- Create complete risk matrices to present to management
- Check status of qualitative & quantitative programs
- Review sample data while doing qualitative assessments
- Follow AIHA industry-standard assessment strategies

The VelocityEHS Advantage

True Cloud Solution
Our products are cloud solutions that can be deployed when and where you need them, with no software to download or install.

Helping You Be Better
Eliminate the day-to-day burdens associated with IH program management so you can focus on being a more effective EHS leader.

Delivering Value
Designed with continuous feedback and industry insights from customers like you, our solutions are more affordable, quicker and easier to implement, and provide the simplest user experience for you and your employees.

Solving Complex Problems Simply
Our simple design and intuitive user-interface means that you spend less time using the software, and more time focusing on the overall safety and health of your facilities and your employees.

Providing Personalized Service and Support
Our IH Program Management is backed by our expert team of Customer Experience professionals who’ll give you the individual attention you need to help reach your EHS goals faster.

Contact Us
Toll free: 1.866.919.7922
Australia: +61 1800 568 974
United Kingdom: +44 1613 941192
Online: www.EHS.com